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(In most cases, a product is unavailable because it has been discontinued by its manufacturer.)
IK Multimedia Expansion Tank Sound Module Sonic Reality Volume 2

3-Pack Includes: OmniSynth, Piano Collection, and Symphony Strings.

See Full Size Image
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This item cannot be returned once opened due to copyright law. details
Description
Multimedia
Expansion Tank libraries from world-class sound designer Sonic Reality.

OmniSynth
OmniSynth is a sound module with a Professional General MIDI (PRO GM) sound set for use in all styles of music. It is great for
musicians who need "the basics" like pianos, strings, guitars, bass, drums etc. Because it adheres to the general MIDI sound list spec,
you have selections of the most popular playable instruments used in classical, pop, rock, country, jazz, dance, R&B and other musical
genres. The PRO GM sound set is the easiest way to find instruments by memory and by number. Need a good piano? It's right there.
Need a banjo? Need a sitar? Strings Brass An electric grand piano? Yes, it's all there and meticulously organized for fast and easy use.

Now includes new SampleTank 2 presets.

PRO GM: 138 patches (128 GM plus 10 GM drum percussion maps).

PRO GM ECO: 138 patches with SampleTank's 2 pack compression for memory conservation utility use.

ALT: 44 patches with alternate programming for more preset options.

77 MB of samples.

Piano Collection
A fine selection of Sonic Reality's acoustic and electric pianos. Featuring both Yamaha and Steinway concert Grand pianos as well as
uprights and baby grands. With electric and acoustic pianos ranging from 32 to over 90 MB in size, the Piano Collection's value is hard
to beat. In addition, there are extremely realistic classic Rhodes and Wurly electric pianos as well as FM pianos, Clav D6 and more.

Now includes new SampleTank 2 presets
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21 piano sounds, 629 MB of samples

Symphony Strings
Symphony Strings is the ultimate strings sound module, featuring lush and ambient string ensembles of violins, violas, celli and basses.
It is ideal for classical music and film soundtracks and a variety of musical styles such as pop, rock, jazz, dance and more. These Strings
have the sound and feel of a real concert hall. For the theme of orchestral strings, Symphony Strings brings you a wider selection of
specific string groups and not just full string sections which are commonly found in other collections. You can mix and match various
ensemble sizes and instrument groups to create the desired orchestral combination.

Now includes new SampleTank 2 presets.

Instruments: full strings, violins, violas, celli

Playing styles: legato, marcato, tremolo, pizzicato

Includes 368 MB of samples and 40 string sounds  
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